Owner’s Manual Guide for the Chest Freezer
& Conservator with Sliding Glass
Before using the Appliance:
Make sure that the place where you install the Appliance is dry, well ventilated and not
exposed to direct sunlight
Adjust the leveling of the Appliance using the leveling screws to be perfectly horizontal
Keep a distance of minimum 15 cm between the Appliance and the surrounding walls or
other appliances
Ensure that Voltage and Frequency indicated on the name plate, usually at the rear of the
appliance, correspond to the Voltage and of your electricity supply.
It is important not to plug the Appliance to electricity before 4 hours from arrival to the
house
It is recommended to wait for another 4 hours after plugging the Appliance before
placing the food
Front Control Panel: (Not available in the conservator)
The Chest Freezer you own has a front panel with colored lamps for ease of use and fast
indication of the inner status
Directly after plugging the Chest Freezer to electricity the Green lamp will be turned
on
If the Red lamp is turned on, it means that the inside temperature still did not reach
the desired adjustment
If the Orange lamp is turned on, it means that the Super Freezing function is in
process
To control the inside temperature, adjust the Thermostat between the position MIN &
MED
If fast freezing is required, push on the Super Freezing button (It is very important not
to leave the Chest Freezer on the Super position for long time)

Ice Defrosting:
To reduce the formation of ice inside the cabinet, be sure to pack well the food and
minimize the opening of the Appliance door
It is advisable to defrost the ice twice per year
Do not use an electric heater to assist defrosting
While defrosting, remove the drain cover and place a plastic vessel all the time
under the drainage hole
When defrost is completed, clean and dry the interior. Reload the food inside the
compartment and run the appliance on Super-Freezing mode for 4 hours.
General Recommendations:
The best temperature for food storage for long periods is –18ºC
Avoid placing hot food in the Appliance
Avoid frequent opening of the Appliance door
Avoid freezing glass bottles and soft drinks
If the Appliance is not to be used for a long time, it is recommended to switch it off
and leave the lid open
Before cleaning, always unplug the Appliance. Do not use caustic or abrasive agents or
soap for cleaning
The compressor and the condenser should be freed of dust once a year with a brush or
vacuum cleaner
Do not cover the Appliance
Avoid placing heavy material on the glass door
Direct sun light will severely affect the performance of the conservator. It is strongly
recommended to place the appliance in the shade.
Warning: “Keep the key out of reach of children and not in the vicinity of the appliance”

